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Abstract

When judging the time-to-collision (TTC) of visually presented accelerating vehicles,

untrained observers do not adequately account for acceleration (second-order information).

Instead, their estimations only rely on vehicle distance and velocity (first-order information).

As a result, they systemically overestimate the TTC for accelerating objects, which repre-

sents a potential risk for pedestrians in traffic situations because it might trigger unsafe

road-crossing behavior. Can training help reduce these estimation errors? In this study, we

tested whether training with trial-by-trial feedback about the signed deviation of the esti-

mated from the actual TTC can improve TTC estimation accuracy for accelerating vehicles.

Using a prediction-motion paradigm, we measured the estimated TTCs of twenty partici-

pants for constant-velocity and accelerated vehicle approaches, from a pedestrian’s per-

spective in a VR traffic simulation. The experiment included three blocks, of which only the

second block provided trial-by-trial feedback about the TTC estimation accuracy. Partici-

pants adjusted their estimations during and after the feedback, but they failed to differentiate

between accelerated and constant-velocity approaches. Thus, the feedback did not help

them account for acceleration. The results suggest that a safety training program based on

trial-by-trial feedback is not a promising countermeasure against pedestrians’ erroneous

TTC estimation for accelerating objects.

1. Introduction

Precise timing is essential for successful interactions with moving objects. In sports, the goal is

usually to make contact with an object, e.g., an approaching ball, at the right time. In road traf-

fic, road users likewise can judge approaching vehicles but with the goal of avoiding collisions.

A pedestrian can safely cross a road on which a vehicle is approaching only if the time remain-

ing until the arrival of the vehicle at her position (time-to-collision, TTC) is longer than the

time the pedestrian needs to cross the road. Previous studies have repeatedly shown that

humans tend to overestimate the TTC for approaching objects that accelerate positively (i.e.,

the speed increases during the approach)–predominantly when the object is only visually pre-

sented [1–8]. As TTC estimation is systematically related to pedestrians’ road-crossing behavior

(gap acceptance) [9], and TTC overestimations for vehicles at higher constant speeds translate
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into riskier crossing decisions [10, 11], it is thus likely that pedestrians will estimate the TTC of

an approaching vehicle that accelerates positively to be longer than it actually is, and may decide

to cross the road before the vehicle, although the remaining time for a collision-free crossing is

too short. To reduce the risk of accidents caused by situations in which the TTC is often overes-

timated, suitable countermeasures are desirable. We have previously shown that the sound of a

conventional accelerating vehicle can help to remove this bias in visual TTC estimation for

accelerated approaches [8]. However, this benefit of added vehicle sound was strongly reduced

for electric compared to conventional vehicles [7]. To not forego the benefit of electric vehicles

to reduce noise pollution but maintain pedestrian safety, observers should be put in a position

to judge vehicle acceleration based on visual information. In the present study, we therefore

investigated whether a training in which participants are asked to focus on visual cues for accel-

eration and receive trial-by-trial feedback about their visual TTC estimation accuracy could be

such a potential countermeasure. To do so, we implemented a highly realistic virtual reality

experiment, of which the ecological validity can be considered relatively high. However, the

generalizability to real-world situations should still be evaluated, as it has been shown that road-

user behavior may differ between laboratory and real traffic environments [12, 13].

The overestimation of TTC for positively accelerating vehicles typically follows a specific

characteristic: it increases with the vehicle’s acceleration and with actual TTC, while it

decreases with the vehicle velocity at the moment of estimation. This pattern is readily

explained by the relationship between the first-order TTC (TTC1), defined by the first-order

equation of motion, and the actual or second-order TTC (TTC2) for an accelerating vehicle,

TTC1 tð Þ ¼
DðtÞ
v tð Þ
¼ TTC2 tð Þ þ

a � TTC2 tð Þð Þ
2

2v tð Þ
; ð1Þ

where D(t) represents the instantaneous vehicle distance, a the (constant) acceleration and v(t)
the instantaneous velocity at the moment of estimation t, and TTC2 is specified (for a> 0) as

TTC2 tð Þ ¼ � v tð Þþ
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
vðtÞ2þ2�a�DðtÞ
p

a . This so-called first-order approximation [14] occurs when

observers consider the object’s distance and velocity (first-order motion) but do not account

for the object acceleration (second-order motion), although both need to be considered for an

accurate TTC estimation for an accelerating object. Consequently, TTC1 for an accelerating

object equals the actual TTC of an object approaching at a constant velocity, given the same

velocity and distance of both objects at the moment of estimation. The second term on the

right-hand side of Eq 1 represents the systematic estimation error. For an approaching, posi-

tively accelerating object (v(t)� 0, a> 0, TTC2(t)> 0), this error term is positive, and thus

TTC1 exceeds the actual TTC (TTC2). If, however, the object travels at a constant velocity, the

error term is of course 0 and TTC1 equals TTC2.

The non-consideration of acceleration during TTC estimation may partially depend on the

rather poor sensitivity of our visual system to detect dynamic speed changes [15–22]. Nonethe-

less, informative feedback on the deviation of the estimated from the veridical TTC, i.e., knowl-

edge of results (KR), will alert observers that they commit serious estimation errors. If they

realize the nature of these errors, namely that overestimation of TTC occurs predominantly dur-

ing accelerated approaches, the quantitative KR feedback could lead to a shift of their attention

towards the second-order motion information, and thus to more accurate TTC estimation for

accelerated vehicle approaches, provided they can detect the acceleration. In case the low sensi-

tivity to visual second-order information prevents a direct attention shift to acceleration, quanti-

tative KR feedback might enable observers to exploit information or prior knowledge that is

correlated with acceleration and can be detected. Such an optimized estimation strategy might

explain findings showing that observers can capitalize on the information in natural acceleration
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of gravity [23–26]. In other contexts, untrained observers were able to incorporate KR feedback,

which improved their performance in perceptual learning tasks [27–30]. The study that may

come closest to answering the question for objects moving on surfaces of different friction, is an

experiment conducted by Brenner et al. [31], who presented accelerating objects for< 1000 ms

(see also [32]). Their participants were unable to benefit from the acceleration information pre-

dicted by the context when receiving trial-by-trial feedback. However, the short viewing times

may not have been sufficient to notice and/or process the acceleration information.

We therefore chose a longer viewing time (2500 ms) that should clearly provide sufficient

time to detect acceleration, if possible at all. We presented participants with constant-velocity

and accelerated vehicle approaches at different TTCs. We first measured their estimated TTCs

in a block without feedback, which served as the baseline. Subsequently, in a second block, we

presented the same combinations of driving profiles and TTCs but informed the participants

about their estimation accuracy after each trial. We withdrew the trial-by-trial feedback again

in a third block. We expected that the estimated TTCs for accelerated approaches would follow

a first-order approximation pattern in the first block, and would thus be similar to the esti-

mated TTCs for constant-velocity approaches with the same speed and distance at the moment

of estimation. The trial-by trial feedback in the second block was expected to help participants

learn that they systematically overestimate the TTC in specific situations (i.e., for accelerated

approaches), so that they would learn to distinguish between constant-velocity and accelerated

vehicle approaches. We hypothesized for the second and third block, that the estimated TTCs

would differ between the accelerated and constant-velocity approaches, because we expected

the trial-by-trial feedback provided in the second block to help participants account for the

acceleration of the vehicle in their TTC estimations.

2. Methods

2.1 TTC estimation task

To measure TTC estimation in a traffic scenario, we implemented a prediction-motion task

[33] in a visual VR traffic simulation, as we did in a related article [8]. Per trial, a single vehicle

approached the position of the participant in a virtual scene on the nearer lane of a two-lane

road for 3.5 s. For the initial second, the vehicle always approached at a constant velocity. For

the following 2.5 s, however, it either continued to travel with the same constant velocity or

started to accelerate at a constant rate of 2.0 m/s2. After 3.5 s, the vehicle disappeared from the

display, as if passing behind an invisible occluder. Participants were tasked to estimate the

moment at which they imagined that the vehicle would have arrived at their position if the

vehicle had continued its motion. For their estimation, they were explicitly instructed to con-

sider exactly the same velocity and acceleration of the vehicle as was presented before occlu-

sion. The experimenter explained that some of the vehicles would travel at a constant velocity

while others would accelerate. Participants indicated the estimated moment of arrival by press-

ing a button on a controller. The time interval between the occlusion and the button response

served as estimated TTC in the respective trial. In the second of the three experimental blocks,

participants received feedback about their estimation accuracy, which was presented for 2.5 s

at the end of each trial. The feedback included both numerical information about the signed

deviation of the estimated TTC from the presented TTC and a graphical illustration (Fig 1),

and thus provided quantitative KR.

2.2 VR traffic simulation

The visual simulation depicted an urban traffic scene, which was modeled after a two-lane

road in Berlin (Eislebener Straße; 3D model retrieved from https://www.stadtentwicklung.
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berlin.de/planen/stadtmodelle/de/digitale_innenstadt/3d/index.shtml, provided by the Senate

Department for Urban Development, Building and Housing of Berlin), with a red passenger

car (modelled after a Mitsubishi Colt) approaching the participants from their left-hand side

along the road. The participants observed the virtual scene from the sidewalk, 0.5 m away

from the curb. 50 cm to the left of the observers’ virtual position, a blue line extended from the

sidewalk across both lanes of the road, serving as an “arrival line” in the virtual environment.

The participants wore a head-mounted display (HMD; HTC Vive Pro) that depicted the

described scene (see Fig 2). The HMD head-tracking enabled the participants to explore the

traffic scene and to track the vehicle with head movements. The interactive visual simulation

was programmed using WorldViz’s VR software Vizard 7.

2.3 Experimental design

The experiment comprised vehicle approaches with three different driving profiles: two con-

stant-velocity approaches of 28 km/h and 64 km/h, respectively, and an accelerated approach

with an initial constant velocity of 10 km/h, an acceleration phase of 2.5 s during which the

vehicle accelerated with 2.0 m/s2 (similar to a previous study, [8]), and a velocity at occlusion

(vocc) of 28 km/h. Thus, we presented both a constant-speed approach and an accelerated

approach with a vocc of 28 km/h, which made it possible to compare the TTC estimation for

the accelerating vehicles with the TTC estimation for the constant-velocity vehicles (with

exclusive first-order motion). Fig 3a shows the object velocity over the presentation time for

the three driving profiles. Note that we chose the higher constant velocity mainly because it

corresponded to farther vehicle distances at occlusion compared to the accelerated approach,

so that a large distance at the start of the trial and at occlusion was not indicative of the vehicle

acceleration (see Fig 3b). All driving profiles were presented with each of five different TTCs at

occlusion (1.0, 2.0, 3.0, 4.0, and 5.0 s) in three experimental blocks, of which only the second

block provided trial-by-trial feedback about the participants’ estimation accuracy (see Fig 1).

The first (pre feedback) and third (post feedback) block each included 6 repetitions of each of

the combinations of the 2 constant-velocity approaches and the 5 TTCs at occlusion, and 12

repetitions of the accelerated approach also at each of the 5 TTCs. Thus, they comprised the

same number of constant-velocity and accelerated approaches and a total of 120 trials each.

The second (feedback) block, in contrast, had 9 repetitions of the combinations including the

constant-velocity approaches and 18 of the combinations including the accelerated ones (total

of 180 trials). In total, all participants completed 420 experimental trials in a within-subjects

design.

Fig 1. Example feedback panels about TTC estimation accuracy. The information was illustrated graphically (dark blue bar to the left (meaning you

pressed the button “too early”; German: “zu früh”) or to the right (meaning you pressed the button “too late”; German: “zu spät”); the middle point

shows reference to a perfect estimation (German: “perfekt”)) and also presented numerically (centrally below the bar). Left: TTC overestimation by 2.35

s. Right: TTC underestimation by 0.62 s. The bar was scaled proportionally only up to a deviation of 3.0 s between the estimated TTC and the veridical

value.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288206.g001
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Fig 3. a) Velocity corresponding to the three different driving profiles across a trial. At the beginning of the trial (t0) for 1.0 s, the vehicle approached

at a constant velocity and subsequently either started to accelerate at taccOnset or continued to travel at the same constant velocity for 2.5 s. After the

vehicle’s occlusion (tocc,), participants estimated the TTC for the vehicle. b) Vehicle distance as a function of actual TTC for the three different driving

profiles at the start of the trial (left) and at occlusion (right). Red: accelerating vehicle (a = 2.0 m/s2) with a velocity at occlusion of 28 km/h. Blue:

vehicle at a constant velocity of 28 km/h. Green: vehicle at a constant velocity of 64 km/h.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288206.g003

Fig 2. Participants wore an HMD (left) to observe the virtual traffic scene (right). They indicated their TTC estimates for the approaching car using

the controller.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288206.g002
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2.4 Procedure

Before the experiment, all participants had to pass two vision tests. We used the Titmus-test

[34] to check for normal stereoscopic vision (criterion: at least 6 correct responses for the 9

presented binocular disparities of 800, 400, 200, 140, 100, 80, 60, 50 and 40 s of arc) and the

Landolt ring optotype chart to screen for normal visual acuity (criterion: > 1.0). The distance

between the displays of the HMD was adjusted according to the individual inter-pupillary dis-

tances. After participants were familiarized with the virtual traffic scene and the TTC estima-

tion task in 16 training trials, they completed the experimental trials. After each block, the

experimenter asked participants to take a break of ca. 10 min, but in addition, participants had

the chance to take a break any time, since they initiated the start of each trial themselves. The

experimenter controlled the participants’ well-being throughout the experiment using the Fast

Motion Sickness Scale [35]. After experiment completion, the participants provided demo-

graphical information. The whole procedure with its pre-tests, TTC-estimation experiment,

and final questionnaire lasted for about 3.5 hours.

2.5 Participants

20 participants (16 female, 4 male) with a mean age of 24.9 years (SD = 7.66 years) and (cor-

rected-to) normal visual acuity and stereoscopic vision volunteered, completed the experi-

ment, and received partial course credit. Before the testing, participants received information

about the procedure and gave written informed consent regarding participation and data pub-

lication. The experimental procedure was in accordance with the principles outlined in the

Declaration of Helsinki. The local ethics committee of the Johannes Gutenberg-University

Mainz approved the study (approval number: 2019-JGU-psychEK-S011).

3. Results

3.1 Effects of block on TTC estimation patterns for accelerated and

constant-velocity approaches at a velocity at occlusion of 28 km/h

The main aim of the present study was to investigate if trial-by-trial feedback indicating the

signed deviation between estimated and actual TTC at occlusion helps participants to account

for acceleration in their estimations. Prior to the analyses, we applied a Tukey-criterion [36] to

each combination of participant and experimental condition, so that extreme data points,

which were either 3 interquartile ranges below the first or above the third quartile, were

excluded (0.99% of a total of 8400 datapoints). For graphical illustrations, we aggregated the

estimated TTCs per combination of participant and experimental condition. Fig 4 shows the

mean estimated TTCs as a function of distance at occlusion (Docc) for a) the constant-velocity

approach at 28 km/h (blue circles), b) the accelerated approach, for which the velocity at occlu-

sion was also 28 km/h (red triangles), and c) the constant-velocity approach at 64 km/h (green

circles). We first focus on the most interesting comparison between the constant-velocity and

accelerated approach both at a velocity of 28 km/h (at occlusion) (comparison 1: a) vs. b)), and

subsequently compare the two constant velocities (comparison 2: b) vs. c), see following

section).

Regarding comparison 1, note that if participants made first-order estimations on the basis

of the instantaneous velocity of the vehicle at occlusion, ignoring its acceleration, their esti-

mated TTCs for the accelerated approach should be identical to the estimated TTCs for the

constant-velocity approach with 28 km/h at the same distance at occlusion, because the first-

order motion information (Docc/vocc) was identical for these two approaches. Put differently,

the function relating Docc and the mean estimated TTCs would be identical for the constant-
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speed and accelerating driving profiles with the same vocc, provided that participants per-

formed a first-order estimation in both cases.

The left panel of Fig 4 shows that this was indeed the case in the first block (pre-feedback).

The function relating Docc to the mean estimated TTC for the accelerated approach (red line)

was virtually identical to the function relating Docc to the mean estimated TTC for the

approach at a constant velocity of 28 km/h (blue line). The colored dotted lines in Fig 4 indi-

cate the actual TTC for the respective driving profile at a specific distance. As expected, the

mean estimated TTCs for the accelerated approach showed an overestimation of TTC that

increased with the actual TTC (difference between solid and dotted lines). This is the typical

first-order estimation pattern in visual TTC estimation for accelerating objects [37]. The mean

estimated TTCs for the constant-velocity approach at 28 km/h were relatively close to the

veridical values, showing only a small underestimation at the two longest TTCs.

In the second block, where trial-by-trial feedback was provided (middle panel of Fig 4), the

mean estimated TTCs for both the accelerated approach and for the 28 km/h constant-velocity

approach were shorter compared to the first block, particularly at the longer distances at occlu-

sion. In other words, the function relating Docc to the mean estimated TTC became more com-

pressive in block 2 than in block 1. This distance-dependent shortening of the mean estimated

TTCs in block 2 resulted in a reduced TTC overestimation for the accelerated approach, but

caused a stronger underestimation of TTC for the constant-velocity approach, compared to

block 1. Nonetheless, the function relating Docc to the mean estimated TTC was still virtually

identical for the accelerated approach and the constant-velocity approach at 28 km/h in block

2, as it was in block 1 (cf. red and blue solid lines in Fig 4). Thus, despite the trial-by-trial feed-

back provided in block 2, participants still made first-order TTC estimations. Descriptively,

the same pattern as in block 2 was observed after withdrawal of the feedback in block 3 (post

feedback; right panel of Fig 4).

Fig 4. Mean estimated TTC as a function of vehicle distance at occlusion, driving profile and block (panels). Red triangles: accelerated approach

with a velocity at occlusion of 28 km/h. Blue circles: constant-velocity approach at 28 km/h. Green circles: constant-velocity approach at 64 km/h.

Dotted lines show the actual TTC for the respective driving profile. Error bars indicate ± 1 SE of the mean of the 20 individual values.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288206.g004
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Regardless of whether the TTC was overestimated or underestimated, the absolute TTC

estimation error (defined as the absolute value of the difference between estimated and pre-

sented TTC on each trial) was–averaged across all driving profiles and final distances–descrip-

tively smaller in block 2 (M = 0.57 s, SD = 0.10 s) and block 3 (M = 0.69 s, SD = 0.22 s)

compared to the first block (M = 1.08 s, SD = 0.70 s). This reduction of the absolute TTC esti-

mation error from block 1 to the following blocks was observed for each of the three driving

profiles (see S1 Table). Thus, the shortening of the estimated TTCs adopted from block 2 on

average caused a stronger underestimation at the longer TTCs in the 28 km/h-constant-speed

condition (Fig 4) but did not result in impaired accuracy as measured by the absolute error.

To analyze the hypothesized effects of block on the mean estimated TTCs for the acceler-

ated and constant-velocity approaches with vocc = 28 km/h more formally, we fitted an effective

observer model that is mainly based on vehicle distance at occlusion (see also [38]), and com-

pared the estimated parameters between blocks. Fig 4 indicates that the mean estimated TTC

was a compressive function of the distance at occlusion (Dk
occ, where k< 1 represents the com-

pression) in all blocks and for all of the three driving profiles, which was also the case on the

individual data level (see S1 Fig). For this reason, we fitted the function

TTCest ¼ m � Dk
occ; ð2Þ

separately to the estimated TTCs obtained in each combination of participant and block. The

multiplicative constant m might be interpreted to represent the inverse of velocity in the equa-

tion. However, we do not intend to claim here that this effective model unequivocally repre-

sents the TTC estimation strategy participants actually used, because similar patterns of

estimated TTCs would also result from, e.g., strategies based on different perceptual cues. Note

that this statistical procedure was necessary to adequately compare the TTC estimations

between the different driving profiles, because the factorial combinations of vocc, a, and TTC

necessarily result in different vehicle distances at occlusion, and thus it was not possible to

vary the occlusion distances independently of these other factors. Furthermore, the range of

distances at occlusion for the accelerated and constant-velocity approaches were quite differ-

ent. Thus, potential effects of driving profile on the fitted parameters could also be due to the

systematic difference in distance ranges (see also S1 Appendix). Hence, we only included data

points that corresponded to a distance of occlusion < 33 m (between 22 and 54 trials per com-

bination), which ensured similar distance ranges for accelerated and constant-velocity-

approaches in the fitting procedure. For the estimation of the two free parameters k and m in

Eq 2, we used a non-linear least-squares approach (R-function nls()). Across participants, the

goodness-of-fit of the individually fitted models was reasonably high (mean R2 = 0.803,

SD = 0.078). Fig 5 shows the mean estimated values for the parameters m and k for the con-

stant-velocity and accelerated approach.

To test whether the function describing the individual TTC estimation patterns differed

systematically between the accelerated and the constant-velocity approach at vocc = 28 km/h

and/or between the blocks, we conducted a multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) with

the estimated values for the parameters m and k as the dependent variables, and driving profile
(accelerated, constant-velocity approach with vocc = 28 km/h) and block (block 1, block 2,

block 3) as within-subjects factors. Because we had an equivalence hypothesis, p-values of<

.20 were used as the cut-off for statistical significance. Pillai’s trace (V) was used as the multi-

variate test statistic. The fitted parameters for the accelerated and constant-speed approach at

vocc = 28 km/h did neither differ significantly across the three blocks, V = 0.01, F(2,18) = 0.06,

p = .945, nor within the blocks as indicated by a non-significant interaction between driving
profile and block, V = 0.14, F(4,76) = 1.46, p = .223. These results suggest that the patterns of
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estimated TTCs were on average rather similar between the accelerated and the constant-

velocity approach at vocc = 28 km/h. This is evident in the descriptive similarity of the functions

relating Docc and estimated TTC (Fig 4), consistently indicating a first-order TTC estimation

strategy for accelerating vehicles in all three blocks. Finally, there was a significant effect of

block on the mean estimated parameters, V = 0.60, F(4,76) = 8.13, p< .001. Fig 5 shows that

both estimated parameters changed continuously over the course of the experiment, suggest-

ing a successive modification of TTC estimation as a function of block. On average, the func-

tion relating Docc and estimated TTCs depicted in Fig 4 was descriptively more compressive in

the second and third block than in the first block, which suggests that participants shortened

their estimated TTCs, in particular at large final vehicle distances, starting in the second (feed-

back) block.

3.2 TTC estimation patterns for the two constant-velocity approaches

The mean estimated TTCs for the constant-velocity approach at 64 km/h (green circles in Fig

4) were already relatively close to the presented TTCs in block 1. This pattern changed slightly

in the two following blocks, showing shorter mean estimated TTCs at the largest Docc in blocks

2 and 3, and additionally somewhat longer mean estimated TTCs at the smaller final distances

in block 3. Note that the final vehicle distances from the observer at occlusion were much

shorter for the approaches at the lower constant velocity than at the higher one. We refrained

from fitting Eq 2 for the constant-velocity approaches because the large, systematic distance

differences could potentially influence how the parameters m and k are fit. Nonetheless, the

Fig 5. Mean estimated parameters k (left panel) and m (right panel) as a function of driving profile and block. Red triangles: accelerated approach

with a velocity at occlusion of 28 km/h. Blue circles: constant-velocity approach at 28 km/h. Error bars indicate ± 1 SE of the mean of the 20 individual

values.

https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0288206.g005
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descriptive patterns (see Fig 4) suggest that compared to the first block, participants shortened

their TTC estimations, on average, more strongly at larger compared to shorter final distances

generally for all of the three driving profiles, so that the functions relating the final distance to

estimated TTCs appeared to be more compressive in the subsequent two blocks (feedback and

post-feedback block).

4. Discussion

In a simulated traffic scenario, we investigated TTC estimation for vehicles that either

approached at a constant speed or accelerated positively, using a temporal prediction-motion

task. As very consistently observed in the literature, untrained observers neglect to factor

object acceleration into their estimated TTCs and often seem to use first-order estimation

when only visual information is available [1–8]. In line with this, they predict the motion as if

the accelerating approaching vehicle would continue to move at the instantaneous velocity it

had at the moment of occlusion rather than continue its accelerated motion in a spatial predic-

tion-motion task [37]. The main aim of our study was to investigate whether trial-by-trial feed-

back about the signed TTC estimation errors can reduce such systematic TTC estimation

errors caused by first-order estimation and allow observers to use the correct second-order

estimation strategy.

As expected, the estimated TTCs for accelerated approaches showed a clear first-order

approximation pattern in the first block during which no feedback was provided. That is,

accelerating vehicles were estimated to arrive at the collision point significantly later than they

would have. In contrast, the TTCs of vehicles approaching at a constant velocity, be it at the

slower (28 km/h) or at the faster (64 km/h) velocity, were judged fairly accurately. Most impor-

tantly, the function relating the mean estimated TTC and the distance between participant and

vehicle at the moment of occlusion (Docc) was very similar for the accelerated approach and 28

km/h-constant-velocity approach, as if participants merely judged the TTC of the accelerating

vehicle based on its final velocity (vocc = 28 km/h) and distance (see Fig 4). Contrary to our

hopes regarding the efficacy of training, this strong similarity between the pattern observed for

the constant-speed and accelerated approach at the same velocity at occlusion was also evident

in block 2 where trial-by-trial feedback was presented. In the final block without feedback

(block 3), this pattern persisted. Hence, even during and after trial-by-trial feedback, observers

were not able to properly consider second-order information; they failed to differentiate

between constant-velocity and accelerated approaches. Nevertheless, the participants substan-

tially changed their estimation strategy from block to block, but largely independent of sec-

ond-order information. This is clear evidence that observers did process the feedback

information.

4.1 Modification of the first-order TTC estimation strategy

Interestingly, the participants started to shorten their estimated TTCs particularly for larger

distances of the vehicle at occlusion after block 1. This change in estimation strategy is charac-

terized by the change in compression of the function relating Docc to the mean estimated

TTCs. As can be seen in Fig 4, the function became considerably more compressive in block 2

compared to block 1, and remained more compressive in block 3, underscoring that partici-

pants shortened their TTC estimations more strongly at larger compared to smaller final dis-

tances, starting in block 2. A potential explanation for this finding is that when the quantitative

KR feedback was presented in block 2, particularly large estimation errors had become salient

to the participants. Initially, these errors occurred particularly in the form of TTC overestima-

tions for accelerating vehicles at large distances at the moment of occlusion (see Fig 4). The KR
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feedback in block 2 appears to have persistently weeded out particularly large overestimation

errors by adjusting responses toward shorter estimated TTCs.

However, this change in TTC estimation observed between blocks was generally applied to

both accelerating and constant-velocity vehicle approaches, although it would have been

appropriate to distinguish by second-order information since the estimated TTCs for con-

stant-velocity vehicles were already fairly accurate in block 1. The TTC estimation patterns

remained similar between the accelerated approach and the constant-speed approach at 28

km/h, both on average (Fig 4) and at the individual level (see S1 Fig). This indicates that partic-

ipants failed to account for acceleration during TTC estimation in blocks 2 and 3, but rather

started to use an undifferentiated shortening of their TTC estimations whenever the vehicle

was occluded at large distances. Put differently, it appears that the trial-by-trial feedback did

not help participants to adopt a differential second-order estimation strategy, which would

induce appropriate changes only in the estimations for accelerated approaches and prevent

inappropriate changes in the estimations for constant-speed approaches. Instead, one could

describe the data as showing that the feedback triggered a modified first-order strategy, which

was applied in a similar manner to all types of driving profiles.

A more sophisticated second-order strategy for traffic scenarios has thus far only been

found when the sound of an approaching vehicle (with internal combustion engine) was pre-

sented in addition to the visual object [7, 8]. The appropriate multisensory stimulus, including

sound, helps to transform the first-order estimation strategy into a second-order strategy, vir-

tually removing the TTC overestimation for accelerating vehicles, while leaving the TTC esti-

mation for vehicles traveling at a constant velocity unchanged. One could interpret this as a

trump of multisensory processing. However, participants could also have used a simple heuris-

tic to shorten the TTC estimate in the presence of a vehicle sound signaling positive accelera-

tion. Similarly, explicit visual acceleration signals could be an effective way to communicate

positive acceleration to pedestrians. Implicit visual cues, in contrast, do not seem to enter the

TTC estimation process, other than producing baseline shifts. Even visible cues to surface

properties that should slow down objects moving on them, failed to produce differential effects

[31]. Brenner et al. investigated whether the specific background surface, on which an object

was horizontally moving, could help observers to anticipate the object’s deceleration and

thereby help to intercept it with smaller errors. The data did not confirm this hypothesis. How-

ever, it remains unclear if the significance of the background surface texture had been

explained to the participants. Hence, it seems that two conditions need to be fulfilled for

observers to factor second-order information into their decisions: cues to acceleration have to

be recognizable, and their meaning has to be explicit.

4.2 Why did feedback not help to consider acceleration in TTC estimation?

The inability of the trial-by-trial feedback to promote a second-order estimation strategy, may

be due, at least in part, to the fact that observers are truly unable to visually detect acceleration

[15–22]. If so, they would never visually differentiate between constant-speed and accelerated

approaches. Then the change in TTC estimation strategy observed in block 2 (with trial-by-

trial feedback) could be interpreted as a rational reaction in the face of an inability to properly

differentiate among second-order and first-order (i.e., accelerated and constant-velocity

approaches) approaches. If the observer is repeatedly told that she or he hit the response but-

ton too late, particularly when the vehicle was relatively far away at occlusion, adjustments

toward shorter estimated TTCs are a reasonable strategy. Apparently, this was applied to all

approaches, not just to the accelerated approaches where it would have only been appropriate.

This unspecific strategy was applied such that it made the estimated TTCs of accelerating
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vehicles more accurate but at the same time introduced a stronger underestimation of TTC for

the 28-km/h constant-velocity trials.

In a recent study [39], with a similar setup and similar accelerated trajectories, participants

detected the acceleration of an object, or at least recognized a change in velocity during presen-

tation, with an accuracy of approximately 75% in a condition providing visual-only presenta-

tions of the approaching vehicles. This was well above the guessing rate of 0.5 but far from

perfect acceleration detection. Note that the presentation duration after acceleration onset was

500 ms longer than in the present study, so that the shorter presentation duration might have

further reduced the acceleration detection accuracy in the present experiment. This appears

particularly plausible if observers perceive acceleration only indirectly by relative change

between initial and final velocity, as this comparison is systematically influenced by the presen-

tation duration (e.g., [22, 40]). In light of the results obtained by Oberfeld et. al. [40, Experi-

ment 3] it is unlikely that participants were completely unable to detect when a vehicle was

accelerating. In addition, Pekkanen et al. [41] modeled road-crossing decisions and reported

that the pedestrians did use deceleration cues in their decisions, that is, they were more likely

to cross the road when vehicles yielded. This, again, would require participants to have

detected the (negative) acceleration, or at least correlated cues, such as a threshold velocity

value as a trigger for crossing behavior. Since the study used only negative accelerations, it is

unclear how the results translate to scenarios with positive acceleration. Thus, in future experi-

ments, it would be interesting to study the relation between acceleration detection accuracy

and TTC estimation patterns for accelerating vehicles on the individual level, to explore to

what extent the first-order estimation for accelerating vehicles could be due to poor accelera-

tion detection sensitivity.

4.3 Practical implications

Although our results indicate that trial-by-trial KR feedback did not enable participants to use

second-order motion information, from a traffic-safety perspective, the training had a benefi-

cial effect–at least regarding the TTC estimation for the presented driving profiles. During the

course of the experiment, the TTC overestimations for the accelerating vehicles observed in

block 1 were strongly reduced, and for the constant speed conditions, a tendency towards an

underestimation of TTC was observed. Although underestimations constitute errors in TTC

estimation, they are not associated with risky street-crossing decisions, because they would

effectively result in more cautions crossing decisions. The accuracy in terms of the absolute

error also improved during the course of the experiment. Nonetheless, participants only modi-

fied their first-order estimation strategy for the accelerating vehicles, starting in block 2 where

KR feedback was provided; they did not adopt a second-order estimation strategy. At a higher

acceleration rate, the specific and distance-dependent shortening of the first-order estimations

adopted in block 2 for an acceleration rate of with 2.0 m/s2 might therefore not be sufficient so

that (risky) TTC overestimation might continue to occur. Accordingly, training with KR feed-

back would likely need to include sufficiently variable acceleration levels to be useful for real-

world road use. In contrast, recent research showed that explicitly communicating the pres-

ence/absence or even the strength of the acceleration, e.g., by presenting the vehicle sound,

allows for second-order estimation [7, 8] and could thus be more efficient to counteract pedes-

trians’ erroneous TTC estimation for accelerating vehicles than training with KR feedback.

4.4 Limitations

As plausible as the blanket processing of the feedback (block 2) may be, we cannot causally

attribute the changes in the TTC estimations observed between block 1 and blocks 2 and 3 to
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the trial-by-trial feedback, because our study did not include a control group that received no

feedback in block 2. Experiments on perceptual learning have demonstrated that changes in

performance also happen in the absence of feedback (“training without trainer”) [28]. Also,

block feedback can be as effective as trial-by-trial feedback [28]. Thus, additional experiments

would be necessary to confirm causal evidence for an effect of the feedback.

A second limitation of our experimental design was that the distances at occlusion were not

matched between the different driving profiles. In TTC experiments, we cannot control all

parameters at the same time. We had chosen to match the TTCs across driving profiles rather

than match final distance at occlusion, in order to present TTCs relevant for street-crossing

decisions in all conditions. As a consequence, the effect of block on the estimated TTCs of the

28-km/h constant-velocity approaches at larger final distances had to be inferred from the fit-

ted functions, because for this driving profile the maximal distance at occlusion was consider-

ably shorter than for the two other conditions. This might partly explain the differences in the

estimated parameters of Eq 2 between the constant-velocity approach at 28 km/h and the

accelerated approach. Additional data in a design that matches distance at occlusion–at the

expense of matched TTCs—would be desirable to confirm the TTC estimation patterns.

Another limitation of our experiment is that block 2, in which the trial-by-trial KR feedback

was presented, was relatively short, presenting 90 trials for the accelerating vehicle and 45 trials

each for the constant-speed approaches. It thus remains to be shown if quantitative KR feed-

back received during a considerably longer training phase of several hours or even weeks

would have the desired effect of enabling participants to spontaneously use second-order

motion information in their TTC estimations.

Finally, we only presented an acceleration rate of 2.0 m/s2 in the present experiment. As

described above, the feedback might have motivated participants to shorten their estimations

to an extent that compensates TTC overestimations for the accelerated approach at this spe-

cific acceleration rate. However, Eq 1 shows that TTC overestimation increases with increasing

acceleration rates. It could thus be that the modified estimation strategy observed for the accel-

erated approaches in this study is limited to the presented acceleration rate, so that observers

may still substantially overestimate TTCs of vehicles at higher acceleration rates. Against this

background, the reduction of TTC overestimation observed in this study should be treated

with caution when inferring benefits of feedback training for traffic safety.

5. Conclusion

Observers perform notoriously poorly when it comes to the anticipation of the collision time

(TTC) of an object that approaches in a positively accelerated fashion. That is, they neglect the

acceleration (second-order) information and judge the TTC for an accelerating object as if it

were traveling at a constant velocity, which results in TTC overestimation. We provided ample

decision time (2500 ms) in combination with trial-by-trial knowledge of results (KR) feedback,

to maximize the chance that observers would learn to properly differentiate between constant-

velocity and accelerated approaches. However, this was not the case. Observers were unable to

exploit the feedback to modulate their estimates on the basis of second-order information.

Instead, they seemed to uniformly apply a downwards correction to their estimated TTCs for

both constant-velocity and accelerating vehicles. The results of the present study reveal the

severity and robustness of the estimation errors committed when judging the TTC for visually

presented accelerating vehicles. Trial-by-trial KR feedback about the signed deviation of the

estimated from the actual TTC failed in making observers account for second-order informa-

tion for accelerated approaches. From a practical point of view, a safety training program

including feedback about TTC estimation accuracy does not promise to be an effective tool to
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help pedestrians consider a vehicle’s acceleration adequately, when deciding whether or not to

cross the road in front of the vehicle.
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